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This invention relates to quenching apparatus and, 
more particularly, to yapparatus of the type adapted for 
use with shaker hearth and other types of furnaces which 
deliver a substantially continuous flow of heated work 
pieces to the discharge end ofthe hearth and release these 
workpieces into a tank ofquenching liquid to be cooled 
therein as theyl gravitate toward the bottom of the tank. 
The primary object of the present invention is to circu 

late the oil in the tank in a novel manner to maintain a 
uniform flow of oil at an even temperature across the 
surfaces of the `gravitating workpieces thereby evenly 
controlling the rate of cooling of the latter. 
` A more specific object is to provide an upright open 
ended bañie substantially enclosing a cooling zone within 
the tank alongthe precise path of gravitation of the work 
pieces and to circulate oil at high velocity through the 
zone transversely of the path‘and to a substantial depth. 
Another object is to insure that the workpieces gravi 

tate through the cooling zone close to the ports through 
which the cooled liquid enters the zone. , 
The invention also resides in the novel manner of 

circulating and cooling the liquid.` 
‘ Other objects and advantages'of the invention will be 
come apparent from the following ¿ detailed description 
taken in connection with the accompanying drawings, in 
which l l 

FIGURE 1 is a fragmentary side elevational view of a 
quenching apparatus embodying the novel features of the 
present invention, the apparatus being shown in conjunc 
tion with a portion of a shaker hearth furnace and with 
parts broken away and shown in section. 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view taken 
along the line 2_2 of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary sectional view taken along the 

' line 3-3 of FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view of 

one of the cooling elements. ~ 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary perspective View of a portion 

of FIG. 2 schematically illustrating the oil flow through 
the apparatus. . 

As shown in the drawings for purposes of illustration, 
the invention is embodied in a quenching apparatus 10 
particularly adapted for use with a heat treating furnace 
11 (FIGS. l and 3) of the shaker hearth type in which 
workpieces 12 to be treated are deposited on the outer 
end (not shown)`of an elongated hearth 13 (FIG. l) 
which extends through the heating chamber 14 of the 
furnace with the inner end of the hearth positioned over 
a funnel 15 leading to the quenching apparatus. In such 
furnaces, the hearth is agitated endwise back and forth, 
lirst'slowly to the right as viewed vin FIG. 1 and then 
rapidly back, to advance the workpieces stepy by step by 
inertia along the hearth and through the heating cham 
ber. 
When the workpieces reach the inner end of the hearth 

13, they have been in the heatinggchamber 14 for a pre 
determined period of time and have been heated to a pre 
selected conditioning temperature. Then, the heated parts 
fall `olf the` hearth and into thefunnel y1f5 which leads to 
a tankj17 containing‘a body ofA quenching liquid 18 such 
as oil to‘be cooled rapidly as they gravitate through the 
oil toward the bottom of the tank. In this instance, the 
workpieces settle onto Vthe lowerïend portion‘of‘a con 

' veyor 19 and are carried bythe conveyor upwardly and` 
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out of the t-ankto be deposited in a suitable container 
(not shown) for subsequent handling. Usually, a pro 
tective atmosphere is maintained in the heating chamber 
14 and in the space 20 (FIG. 3) above the quench area 
in a well known manner to prevent oxidation of the sur 
faces of the hot workpieces, and oil vapor in the space 

i 2t) is drawn out by a suitable eductor (not shown). 
` In accordance with the present invention, the quenching 
oil 18 is circulated in a novel manner to insure effective 
quenching of the workpieces gravitating toward the bot 
tom of the tank 17 by maintaining a uniform flow of oil 
at `an even temperature across the surfaces of the work 
pieces whereby the rate of cooling of the workpieces is 
closely controlled. This is accomplished by providinga 
substantially enclosed upright cooling zone 21 within the 
tank 17 along the precise path of gravitation of the work 
pieces, and carefully controlling the temperature of the 
oil within this limited zone by circulating oil transversely 
of the path of the workpieces to a substantial depth ̀ and 
quickly withdrawing the oil after contact with the work 
for cooling and recirculation through the'cooling zone.` 
To achieve these ends, a walled chamber or baille 22 is 

supported in the oil 18 below the funnel 15 with an open 
upper end for receiving the parts falling from the hearth 
13 and an open lower end for discharging the parts onto 

` the conveyor 19 after they have passed through the cool 
ing zone 21. At least one cooling element 23 V(FIGS. l, 
2 and 4) is immersed in the oil outside the baille and 
means is provided to withdraw oil from the bañ‘le on one 
side of the path of the parts, circulate this oil past the 
cooling element to be cooled thereby, and return the 
cooled oil to the baiile on another side of the path of the 
parts to iiow across the path to the point of withdrawal. 

In the present instance, the baffle 22 comprises an open 
ended box-like structure formed by four upright ,sheet 
metal walls 24, 25 and 27 joined together along their 
edges in the manner shown most clearly in FIG. 5,. The 
ba?ile preferably is supported with the open end some 
what above the level of the oil and adjacent one side wall 
28 of the tank, the left-hand wall inthe drawings. The 
funnel 15 opens into the baiiie somewhat to the right of 
the left-hand wall 24 of the baille. 

' On the upper edge of the wall 24 is a flange 29 which 
is inclined upwardly and to the left and abuts against the 
tank wall 28 to prevent workpieces from dropping be 
tween the tank wall and the baille wall 24. The latter’is 

, inclined downwardly and to the right from the ñange 29 
and'thus guides workpieces away from the tank wall and 
onto the conveyor 19. The remaining bafñe walls- are 
vertically dispose with the exception of the lower end Ypor 
tions 3€) ofthe opposed side walls 27 which are bent in 
wardly (see FIG. 5) to taper the lower end portion of 
the baille for more effective guiding of parts onto the con 
veyor. The left-hand edge portions of these side walls 
extend past the inclined wall 24 and areformed with out~ 
wardly turned ilanges 31 (FIGS. 2 and 5) secured as by 
welding to the tank wall 2S to provide a large portion of 
the support for the baille on the tank. 
The means for circulating oil through the baille 22 in 

cludes a plurality of inlet ports 32 formed in the inclined 
' wall 24 and an outlet port 33 formed in the opposite wall 
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. somewhat above the lower edge ofthe wall. 

25 at least partially below the surface of the oil. It is 
, important to note that the inlet ports are vertically spaced 
alongthe inclined wall from a level adjacent the surface 
_of the oil to a level well'below the surface. Herein, the 
inlet ports comprise live horizontally elongated slots 
punched out of the wall and extending across most of the 
>width of the latter, the uppermost slot being close to the 
top edge of the wall and the lowest slot being spaced 

The metal 
from the slots is bent outwardly to form flanges 34 (FIG. l 



A3)` which are inclined upwal‘dly and outwardly from the 
wall. ' - 

To form the outlet port 33, one relatively’largerec 
tangular opening is cut in the wall 25 adjacent its upper 
end and is coveredbyA a filter screen35 which prevents 
any large objects 'from being drawn lthrough the opening 
during operation ofthe apparatus. A substantialportion 
of the port is below the surface of the oil. v 
As shown most clearly in FlGS. 2 and 3, oil is drawn 

out of the baille 22 through the port 33 by an impeller 
37 which herein takesthe form of a motor-driven screwV 
propeller mounted in the bottom of a chamber 38 formed 
outside the baille and communicating with the interior 
of the latter through the outlet port 33. The propeller 
is fast on the lower end of a vertical motor shaft 39 which 
is'rotated at high, speed by a motor 4t) mounted on the 
top wall 41 of the tank 17. Thus, in one direction of 
rotation of the propeller, the blades thereof draw oil 
through the outlet port and Í> downwardly through the 
chamber 3S. . 
The chamber 3.8 is formed by the baille wall 2S on one 

side, upright sidewalls 42 (FlG. 5) depending from the 
top wall 41 of the tank, an upright wall 43 (FÍG. 3) 
spaced from the baille wall and connecting the edges of 
the side walls 42, and a horizontal bottom wall 44 (FIGS. 
2 and 3) >above the lower edges of the side walls and 
end wall. A tubular sleeve 45 fast in and projecting 
through the bottom wall 44 encircles the propeller 37 
to define a flow passage for carrying'oil out of the cham 
ber V38.  

Below the wall 44,Y the llow through the sleeve 45 is 
split into two lateral flows by a deilector 4'7" of inverted ' 
V-shaped cross-section centered below the ring and sup 
ported on a horizontal plate 48 spaced below the bottom 
wall 44 and connecting the lower end of the end wall 
43 to the baille wall 25 to form another chamber 49. The ‘ 
right-hand portion $6 of this plate is inclined upwardlyV 
as shown in FIGS. 3 and 5 to dellect the two lateral flows 
kto the left (FlG. 3) and under the side walls 42 which 
terminate above the horizontal portion of the plate 4S 
thereby forming apertures S1 opening out of the lower 
chamber 49l to each side. ' 

Another chamber 52 (FIG. 3) is formed on the op 
posite side of the bafìle 22 in the space betweenthe in 
clined wall 24 and the adjacent wall 28 of the tank, the 
sides of this chamber being closed by the baille side walls 
27. The lower end of the chamber-may beleftkopen'. 
Oil drawn from the baille by the propeller 37 is carried 
to this chamber through a passage 53 V(see FlG. 2) com 
municating between the chamber 52 andV the upper cham 
ber 38 through the lower chamber 49, there being two . 
such passages inthe present instance extending around 
kthe opposite sides of the baille asïshown in FIGS. 2 and 5. 

Each passage 53 is formed by three elongated panels 
54, 55'and S6 joined together to form an elongated 
trough of rectangular cross-section open along one side 
and mounted alongside the baffle 22 with the latter clos 
ing the open side along most of its length. Both ends 

'_ of the trough project beyond the baffle, however, to vopen 
into opposite sides of the Vlower chamber 49 through ythe 
apertures 51 at one end and into opposite sides of the 
chamber 52 at the other end.l The left-hand or outlet 
ends ofthe passages are enlarged by flaring Vtop and 
bottom walls 57v formed with flanges secured to the tank 
wall 28. The right-hand ends of the troughs are closed 
by plates 5S (FIG. 5). v' p 

In this instance a cooling element 23 is disposed in each 
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through the tubes;` Each of these tubes,`therefore, pro 
vides a relatively large „heat transfer surface to effect 
rapidl cooling of the oil ilowing laround the tubes.y 
VWith the foregoing arrangement', the rotating propeller 

, 37 creates a low pressure area in the upperchamber 38 
"to Vdraw oilfrorn the baille 22 through the outlet port 33 
into thelow pressurenchamber. The oil then is forced 
downwardly into the chamber 49 where it is deflected 
`laterally into and flows through the passages 53 and is 
cooled therein. The passages discharge the cooled oil 
into the chamber 52 from both sides of the latter, mixing 

>the two liows and creating a high-pressure area within 
this chamber. Thus, the oil is forced through the inlet 
ports 32 in the wall 24 into the low-pressure area created 
within the baille by the action of the propeller, and llows 
across the cooling zone 21 toward the outlet port. A 
relatively high velocity llow of oil through the ports is 
obtained when the propeller is rotated at high speed. 

lt will be seen that heavier workpieces dropped through n 
the funnel 15 either gravitate'throughthek baffle along 
paths passing'close to the inclined wall 24 or actually 
slide’down the wallitself. The upwardly'inclined llanges 
34, ofY course, prevent sliding workpieces from falling 

` through the slots and out of the baille. With cooled oil 

35 

ilowing across the cooling'zone from evenly spaced elon 
gated inlets, the temperature within the cooling zone is 
evenly controlled to a substantial depth for effective, even 
quenching of the gravitating parts before they settle on 
the conveyor. In addition, the transversely flowing oil 
will carry relatively light workpieces laterally and there 
by to some extent prolong the period of time required for Y 
the parts to reach the> conveyor, thus prolonging effective 
enpos'ureand cooling of these lighter pieces. 

lt will be evident that there will be a constant exchange 
of oil back and forth between the »larger body of oil out 
side the baille and that portion of the oil in the circula 
tion system, this exchange occurring at the open bottoms 
of the chamber 52 and Vbaffle 22.Y rl`he temperature in 
the critical area of the cooling zone 21, however, is de 
termined solely by the cooled oil flowing through the 
inlet ports. 
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passage 53 to cool the oil as itrflowrs through the passage. i 
These elements may take the form of continuous tubes 
extending into and out ofthe troughs through` the'end 
plates 58 and >bent back and forth within the passages 

A cooling mediumv from 
a Ísuitable source (not shown) is pumped continuously 

Vtorforrn twosets of parallel lengths in Vvertically spaced ` 
.planes (see FIGS. 2 and 4). 

The conveyor 19 is formed by an endless belt' 59 trained 
around the upper and lower pulleys 6@ and sliding along 
two spaced guide plates di and 652 which are disposed be 
tween the two runs of thebelt and curve upwardly from 
a generally horizontal attitude below the baille` 2,2k to 
a fairly sharp incline> whichcarries the belt out-of the 
oil and the tankl at the right-hand end of the latter. The 
pulleys are mounted on shafts 63 spanning and journaled 
in two upright side plates 64 which are shaped to follow 
the path 'of the belt andare disposed on opposite sides 
thereof. Therbelt is driven in the appropriate direction 
by a motor 65 (FlG. l) driving an endless chain 66 
through a reducer 67 and a sprocket 68, the chain 66 
being trained Varound a sprocket 69 rotatable with the 
upper pulley 6i). v ' 

As shown most clearly in FIGS. 2 and 3, the space 2t) 
above the quench area of the oil 18 may be> sealedoíï 
by the plates 27 and the upper portion 74) of thekwall 
43. Herein, the upper portion ‘itl comprises'a plate of 
rectangular cross-section sealed'both to the wallV 43 and 
to the top wall 41 of the tank.V ln this manner, the con 
trolled-atmosphere space above the ltank is limited to a' 
relatively small volume and is segregatedl from the area 
through whichy the conveyor protrudes.Y ` ' . 

lt will be apparentv that the provision of an'upright, 
open-ended baille within the quench tank and substantially , 
surrounding the path of'gravitation’of the workpieces 
makes it possible to maintain a zone of even, closely 
controlled temperature to `a 'substantial depth along the 

` path of the workpieces. Y Witha conveyor 19 intheV tank 
below the baille,` the workpieces are cooled at the desired, 

' uniformrate and are removed'fromthe tank without any 
. attention byan operator.' 4This is ol' particular importance 
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when used with a furnace of thettype which produces a 
substantially continuous fiow of heated workpieces which 
are quenched automatically as they drop from the hearth. 

I claim as my invention: Y 
1. Quenching apparatus for a controlled atmosphere 

furnace including, in combination, a tank for holding a 
body of liquid to a preselected level and having an open 
top, a baiile supported in said tank and having upright 
Vside walls substantially enclosing a portion of the liquid 
in said tank, an open upper end disposed above said level 
to receive workpieces from said furnace, and an openY 
lower end spaced above the vbottom of said tank for dis 

in said baffle, a conveyor in said tank having a lower end 
portion disposed beneath said bafñe to receive workpieces 
gravi-tating through the baiile and an upper end portion 
extending` upwardly out Vof the tank outside the baffle, 
means defining inlet and outlet ports in said bafiie spaced 

, apart across the latter, means defining a iiow passage 

charging workpieces into the tank after the workpieces » 
have gravitated through the liquid in said batlie, a con 
veyor in said tank having a lower endportion disposed 
beneath said baiiie to receive workpieces‘therefrom and 
an upper end portion extending upwardly out of the tank ̀ 
outside the baliie to carry the Workpieces out of the tank, 
means defining first and second walled chambers on oppo~ ' 
site sides of and adjacent said bañie and segregated from 
the remainder of the tank outside the baffle, the wall of 

d said baffle adjacent said first chamber being formed with 
an outlet port below said level communicating with the 
first chamber, and the Wall of said baliie adjacent said sec 
ond chamber being formed with a plurality of-horizontally 
elongated and vertically spaced inlet ports belowy said 
level and communicating with said second chamber, 
means defining at least one enclosed passage extending 
around said baiiie and communicating at its opposite ends 
with said chambers, cooling means in said passage, an 
impeller in said first chamber for drawing liquid through 
said outlet port and forcing the liquid through said pas 
sage to be‘cooled and into said second chamber to flow 
across the interior of said baffle to said> outletport, and 
means for maintaning a protective atmosphere above the V_ 
liquid in said bafñe and said chambers. 

2. Quenching apparatus for a controlled atmosphere 
furnace including, in combination, a tank for holding a 
body of quenching liquid and having an open top, an 
upright baffle supported in said tank and having an open 
upper end for receiving workpieces to be quenched from 
said furnace and an open lower end spaced above the bot 
tom of said tank for discharging workpieces into the tank 
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after the workpieces have'gravitated through the liquid 

segregated from the liquid in the tank outside the baffle 
and communicating at its opposite ends with the respec 
tiveports, means for 'inducing a fiow of liquid from'the 
interior of said b_aflle and successively through said outlet 
port, through said passage, back to said bañie through said 

, inlet port, and across the interior of the bañie and the path 
of, gravitation of workpieces to said outlet port, means for 
cooling the liquid iiowing through said passage, and means 
for- maintaining a protective atmosphere in said tank 
above said baiiie and segregating the protected area of 
the top of the tank from the area through which the upper 
end portion of the conveyor extends. 

3. Quenching apparatus ̀ as defined in claim 2 in which 
the vmeans for maintaining a protective atmosphere in 
cludes a top wall partially covering said tank and formed 
with an opening above the upper end of said baffle for 
receiving workpeces from the furnace. 

4. Quenching apparatus'as defined in claim 2 in which 
said flow passage includes first and second chambers dis 
posed on opposite'sides of said bafiie and communicating 
respectively with said outlet port'and said inlet port and 

d with opposite ends of an intermediate passage extending 
around one side of said baiiie toA complete the fioW pas 
sage. . 

' .5. Que‘nching apparatus as defined in claim 4 in which 
said flow-inducing means comprises a power-driven im- Y 
peller mounted in said first chamber to force liquid’there 
from through said intermediatel passage to said second 
chamber. y l v ` ‘ 

6. Quenching apparatus as defined in claim 5 in which 
a plurality of horizontally elongated inlet ports are verti 
cally spaced along oneside of said baiiie in communca 
tion with said'second chamber. ` 
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